
Panel Crosscut Saw, Type EA/A

THOMAS \ruHITE & SONS LTD.
Telephone PAISLEY STD-041 /31 37

Everyone who purchases Plywood, Blockboard, Chipboard
or Hardboard in normal panel sizes knows the problems
involved ¡n cutting these panels to the required dimen-
sions. A horizontally mounted sau/ may occupy more
floor space than can profitably be spared and, due to the
weight of the panels, two or three men may be required
to handle them apart from the operator.

The vertically operated, wall mounted Saw, Type EA/4,
is the long awaited solution to the panel cutting problem.

PßIITCIPAL FEATABEE

* Occupies minimum floor area

* Made in four sizes to accommodate panels 6',8', 10' or
12'wide.

* One man can posit¡on panel for cutting, operate the saw and
remove the cut piece.

* The l5" diameter saw driven by a 5 H.P. totally enclosed
molor is capable of cutting panels up to 2å" th¡ck at 35
feet per minute. The feed speed can be increased to 60 ft./
min. if the maximum depth of cut does not exceed 1 

,,.

Power lraverse of the saw head is by special automatic brake
motor driving through a totally enclosed worm reduction
gear and heavy roller chain. Variable length of traverse is
controlled automatically by adjustable limit switches.

* Rigid supporting frameworks are arranged at each side of
the saw, facilitating handling of the largest panels. The
lower edge of the panel rests on accurately finished rollers.
A rule and swing over gauge stop is provided for repetition
sawing to preset widths.

lf floor space does not present a problem the machine can
be supplied for horizontal operation (see below).
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Panel Crosscut Saw, Type EA/A
This machine ensures easy handling and accurate
sawing of large panels of plywood and fibre or chip-
board.

The machine comprises an extremely rigid
column on which the travelling saw head is mounted.
Power for traversing the saw head on the column is

provided by a compact, overhead unit comprising
a totally enclosed worm reduction gear driven by a

special reversing motor incorporating a powerful

automatic brake.

The column on which the saw head travels is
built up of rolled steel channels, fabricated by
welding into a perfectly rigid unit. Accurately
machined guides forming an integral part of the
column ensure lasting alignment and accuracy of
saw head traverse.

To ensure maximum strength and rigidity the
saw head consists of ground steel side members
adequately tied to form a box frame. An alloy steel

saw spindle mounted on Timken taper roller bearings
in dust proof housings is driven by multiple "V" belts
from a 5 H.P. totally enclosed fan cooled motor. 'fhe

motor is adjustably mounted to allow for adjustment
of pulley centres, and the complete drive is ade-
quately guarded. For smooth and accurate traverse
motion on the column guides, the saw carriage is

fitted with twelve sealed ball bearing rollers mounted,
where necessary, on eccentric spindles for easy

adjustment.

Power traverse of the saw head is by roller chain,
driven by a totally enclosed worm reduction gear with
both worm and wheel mounted on Timken taper
roller bearings. A special 1.3 Kw, reversing motor
incorporating an electrically operated automatic
brake drives the worm gear by completely guarded

machine-cut spur gears. The complete power unit

Diameter of saw

Saw motor ...

Max. thickness of cut

Angle to wall
Maximum width of panel

is carried on a welded steel wall bracket which also
forms a rigid fixing for the top end of the column.
A safety device incorporated in the saw head
prevents the head falling in the event of chain
breakage.

Motion of the saw head is controlled by adjust-
able stops actuating two roller limit switches. Any
length of saw traverse up to the maximum capacity
of the machine is possible, and the saw head is
positively locked by the brake motor at each end of
the stroke.

A pendant switch suspended from the top
bracket, gives full push button control of both saw
head and traversing gear and also carries the com-
plete contactor gear, enclosed in a dust tight case.

The machine is complete with a 5 H.P. totally
enclosed fan cooled motor driving the saw, a brake
motor of 1.3 Kw. at 1,420 r.p.m. for power traverse
and the necessary control gear with full overload
protection.

EXTRAS:
Rigid supporting frameworks extending g ft. to each
side of the saw facilitate handling of the largest
panels. The lower edge of the panel rests on a

number of accurately finished rollers carried in
heavy steel bar supports, securely bolted to floor
brackets. To the left hand side of the saw, an
adjustable swing-over gauge stop, operating in
conjunction with an accurately graduated scale, is
provided. The panel conveyor units can, if required,
be hinged at the saw cutting line to permit angle
sawing up to 6'. Efficient dust extraction is ensured
by the inclusion of a full length exhaust duct fitted
to the central support.

A hand operated panel clamping unit for attach-
ment to central support can also be supplied.

15"

5 H.P. at
2$" at 35 ft. min.
1" at 60 ft. min.
¡[" in 6 ft.
6',O" g'O"
1830 mm. 244O mm.

380 mm.

2900 r.p.m.

63 mm. at 1O.7 m.min.
25 mm. at 18.3 m.min.
102 mm. in 1830 mm.

10'o" 12',O"
3O5O mm. 3660 mm.

Photographs and other illustrctions or advertising matter represent generally the goods offered, but are not
binding, as improvements are constantly being made in design.

TECHNICAL DATA

EUMABq)lS
Classification Number

12.1 3l .9

I-

EAA/1 /66/1 M-1 B/J P PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN
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